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Chapter 1 Introduction
Background and Needs
For my senior project I decided to create something that is related to what I am studying in
school but also to make something that is useful beyond the scope of this project. Because I am
an avid motorcycle rider, I wanted to create something that would improve my experience on
the bike through the use of mechatronics. I have participated in many motorcycle track days
and have wanted more quantifiable feedback of my riding. In professional motorcycle racing,
teams place sophisticated sensors and data acquisition units on their bike to monitor every
aspect of the bike. This is done in order to improve the setup of the bike as well as work with
the rider to improve his riding style, all for the sole purpose of improving his lap times and
winning the race. Although that is all well and good for deep pocketed factory and top privateer
teams, there does not exist on the market a simple, cheap, easy to use, data acquisition system
aimed at recreational track riders and club racers. Therefore, I decided to make such a system.
Using sensors already on the bike as well as sensors added to the bike, the system would collect
physical data to get a live picture of what the motorcycle and rider are doing at any time on the
track.
Formal Problem Definition
In order to enhance the experience and benefit of riding a motorcycle on a race track, my senior
project is to create a system that takes in data from an array of sensors to be analyzed to find
areas of improvement that will make the rider faster and safer on the track
Objective/Specification Development
The objective of the project is to make a system that is easy to use, is cost effective and provides
accurate and reliable data which portrays the dynamic characteristics of the bike in a useful
manor so that when viewed at later one can analyze ones riding style and bike responses. One
must be able to read the data quickly and know what the data means. The cost of the complete
system must be around half of competing systems in order to ensure the marketability of the
product in the open market. Specific sensory data must be chosen that best represents what is
happening dynamically on the motorcycle. Finally, the entire system must be able to hold up to
the punishment of a motorcycle traveling at high speeds.

Chapter 2 Background
Current State of the Art
There are two main companies that sell data acquisition systems (DAS) to the general public.
The first is Bazzaz Performance. It is a company based in Chino that provides high
performance engine management and electronic devices for motorcycle racing. Their top of the
line Z-Fi TC unit plugs into the motorcycle's ECU and provides fuel mapping, quick shifting
capabilities for seamless up-shifting along with an integrated traction control. The Bazzaz unit
uses data gathered from sensors on the bike, such as throttle position, rpm and gear position.
The second company that offers a DAS is Starlane. It is a small company based in Italy that has
its roots in world Superbike and Supersport racing. Their top product, the Athon GPS – RW,
uses a GPS receiver to create map of the track with corresponding lap and sector times. It is
designed to replace the stock gauge cluster and will display speed, rpm, shift light, gear
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indicator and water temp. The Athon also has Bluetooth capabilities and comes with software
that will let the rider review his riding. The price of the Bazzaz Z-Fi TC unit is $900 and the
price of the Starlane unit is $750.
Chart 1: Features of current Data Acquisition Systems
Bazzaz Perfromance Z-Fi TC Starlane Athon GPS-RW Senior Project DAS
Fuel Mapping Control
Quickshifter
Traction Control
Laptimer
GPS
Engine Speed
Water Temp
Bluetooth
Suspension Travel
Speed
Lean Angle
Throttle Position

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

A breakdown of the three systems, highlights the intended uses of the products. The Bazzaz
system is designed for active performance enhancement . It collects data from the motorcycle
in order to control various systems on the bike to increase the performance envelope of the bike.
The Starlane and the system designed for this project act as a passive data collection in order to
be analyzed later. The idea behind this is that data about what the rider and bike are doing at all
times on the track will help the rider better understand how to rider faster on the track. The
difference between the Starlane and my system is that the Starlane only uses sensors on the bike
and gps go collect data, whereas my system uses extra sensors on the bike in order to collect a
broader picture of what the bike is doing.

Chapter 3 Design Development
Discussion of Conceptual Designs
In the initial brainstorming I realized an array of sensors strategically placed on the bike would
be the best way to monitor every dynamic feature of the bike. If chosen correctly, only a couple
of sensors would be needed. On a motorcycle there are driver inputs, they are the throttle, brake,
steering, and gear selection. The output responses generated from the motorcycle are
acceleration, speed, suspension travel and lean angle. I decided place sensors in these areas to
monitor all these areas so I would get a complete picture of what the bike is doing at any given
time. Therefore, sensors would go on the front and rear suspension in order to track suspension
travel. There would be a sensor on each of the wheels that would keep track of wheel rotations
in order to obtain speed and find out if one wheel was turning faster than the other due to
sliding or one wheel being off the ground. Next sensors would go on the throttle and brakes to
store when and how much they were being used. Accelerometers and gyros would be integrated
into the system to keep track of the acceleration as well as lean angles. And finally a GPS
would provide positioning as well as a back-up reading of speed and acceleration. Driver
steering and gear selection would be left off of this initial system because the implementation of
it would be too demanding and costly. The idea was to power the system off of the 12volt
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battery on the bike and save all the data to a flash card so that it can be viewed on a computer
after the ride.

Chapter 4 Description of Final Design
Board and Processor
This system used the Swoop sensor board used in the ME 405 and ME 507 mechatronics
classes, as suggested by Professor Ridgely (appendix A). The board can take a 40-pin AVR
microcontroller such as an Atmega32 or Atmega644. The Atmega644v microcontroller was
chosen for this project. The microcontroller is an 8-bit AVR with 64K bytes of memory. It has
eight analog channels as well as 32 programmable I/O lines. The analog channels are pins PA07 on the pin schematic seen below. Three analog channels are used by an on board 3-axis
ADXL303 accelerometer. There is a serial port that is used to communicate first with a USB
breakout board and secondly used with the GPS receiver to set up and receive information.
There is an SD card adapter on the back side of the board for data storage. Finally, an LED is
used to indicate board power and USB-serial communications. A voltage regulator was also
used to convert the 12 volts coming off the motorcycle battery to 5 volts to be used by the board.
Pintout ATmega644v

Sensors
Suspension Sensors
The travel by the front and rear suspension will be recorded using linear potentiometers. The
front will use a Celesco CLP-250 potentiometer, which is a slide type potentiometer (appendix
B). The CLP-250 has 10 inches of linear travel. The potentiometer is powered by 3.3 volts off
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the board and returns between 0 at fully extended and 3.3 volts fully retracted. The rear will use
a 10k-Ohm Liner-Taper Potentiometer from Radio Shack (appendix B), which is a rotary type
potentiometer. The Linear-Taper potentiometer has a tolerance of about 20%. This
potentiometer is powered by the same 3.3 volts power source and will also return between 0 and
3.3 volts depending on where the potentiometer is positioned. While the resolutions of the
potentiometers are very high, the A/D converter has a limited range. The A/D conversion
returns an integer from 0 to 1024 which corresponds with the 0 and 3.3 volts respectively
coming in from the analog input. This level of accuracy is sufficient for this project because
any higher accuracy would be distorted due to noise in the system.
Wheel Speed Sensors
For the wheel speed we used a simple magnet and sensor system similar to one used on most
bicycles. Unlike the reed sensor used on bicycle wheel sensors, a Hall-Effect sensor was
chosen because it has no moving parts and can react much quicker and reliably than a reed
sensor. This is crucial because at the speed the motorcycle can move the sensor must be able to
accurately sense the magnet hundreds of times per second and continue to work for hundreds of
thousands of cycles. The Hall-Effect sensor chosen in this project was the Allegro A1101LUAT, because the A110x family features fast power-on time and low-noise operation (appendix C).
The sensor is a digital sensor and is supplied with 3.3 volts from the swoop sensor board. When
the sensor detects a magnetic field, signifying a rotation of the tire, the output will switch from
0 to 3.3 volts. This in turn is detected by the controller and triggers a digital interrupt. That
interrupt will log the time when the event happened so it can go back latter and calculate the
speed of the wheel. Because it is a digital input the accuracy of the sensor is mainly limited by
the time it takes the microcontroller to perform the tasks needed to save the time of the event.
In this case the microcontroller can perform many thousands of commands a second and is
therefore sufficiently accurate for the needs of this project.
Gyroscope
A gyroscope will be used to calculate how far the motorcycle is leaning over in the corner. A
dual axis gyro was chosen from Sparkfun.com. The LPR530AL gyro breakout board measures
angular velocity along the pitch and roll axis with a full scale of +/- 300 deg/sec (appendix D).
The Gyro uses 3.3 volts supplied by the swoop sensor board. It is an analog sensor and returns
a voltage relative to the angular velocity that the gyro is experiencing. That voltage ranges
from 0 to 3.3 volts and is converted into a digital number using the analog to digital converter in
the system.
GPS
A GPS is key to the system because it provides a position where the physical actions are taking
place. Because of the speed and agility of motorcycles a fast receiver is required to provide
accurate data for time and place. The GPS chosen to complete this task is the Locosys 32
Channel LS20031 5Hz GPS receiver. This receiver was also purchased from Sparkfun.com
(appendix E).
Throttle
There is an already a throttle position sensor on the motorcycle. It is a linear potentiometer so I
was able to tap into that sensor and wire it to one of the analog channels on the controller. The
voltage from the sensor ranged from 0 to 5 volts with 0 being full closed and 5 volts being fully
open throttle.
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Chart 2: Component list for DAS
Component
Front Wheel Potentiometer
Rear Wheel Potentiometer
3 Axis Accelerometer
Gyro
Throttle Position Sensor
Speed Sensors Front
Speed Sensors Back
GPS
Controller Switch
Atmega644v
Project Enclosure

Type of Input
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital

Mounting
Bolts to front fork
Bolts to rear fork
Already On Board
Mount to Board
Connect Wires
Tape to wheels
Tape to wheels
Tape to rear of Bike
Switch on bike
On Board
Total:

Price
259
2.99
9.95
29.95
N/A
1.68
1.68
59.95
1.99
7.98
2.29
377.46

Programming
In this system, the microcontroller takes in two types of inputs, analog signals ranging from 0 to
3.3 volts, and digital inputs in the form of zero or five volt inputs that cause interrupts in the
programming and a serial input from the GPS receiver.
Chart 3: Component Input types
Component
Front Wheel Potentiometer
Rear Wheel Potentiometer
3 Axis Accelerometer
Gyro
Throttle Position Sensor
Speed Sensors Front
Speed Sensors Back
GPS
Controller Switch

Refresh rate
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
interrupt
interrupt
serial
interrupt

Port
Port A pin 0
Port A pin 1
Port A pin 5, 6, 7
Port A pin 2, 3
Port A pin 4
Port B pin 1
Port D pin 6
TXD RXD
INT2

SD Card
The task of the main program encompasses three main parts. The first is to mount the storage
device where the data from the sensors is to be stored. In this case, the storage device is a sd
card mounted on the side of the swoop sensor board (Appendix A). The operations needed in
order to use the sd card reader on the board are handled by the class sd_card. Several methods
are used from this class to mount the card, begin a new file, and write to that file on the sd card.
// Mount SD Card
if (output_card.mount (0))
{
the_serial_port << endl << "Mounted OK." << endl;
}
else
the_serial_port << "Cannot mount SD card." << endl;
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}
a_result = output_card.close_file ();
char buffer[20];

// close any previously open files

// create a new file name that has not been used already
if ((output_card.open_new_data_file (buffer, "/DATA_", "TXT")) == 0xFFFF)
{
the_serial_port << "Cannot open data file" << endl;
}
the_serial_port << "Writing data file " << buffer << endl;
// write to the sd card
output_card << "Front-Pot Throttle Gyro-pitch Gyro-yaw Accel-x Accel-y AccelSpeed"

z

// read adc channels and write them to the sd card
output_card << my_adc.readings_all[0]<< " " << my_adc.readings_all[1] << endl;

Sensors
Once the card is mounted correctly the next task of the code is to receive data from the sensors.
There are two types of inputs and three types of refresh rates for the sensors (Chart 2 & 3). For
the analog input, an analog to digital conversion (ADC) must be done. The Atmega644v has
eight ADC channels. Setting up these conversions is handled in the avr_adc class. These
sensors continuously update to the microcontroller.
The remaining four sensors use a digital signal to transmit their data to the microcontroller. The
program uses interrupt routines in order to collect the data coming in from these sensors. For a
digital interrupt to occur, a change from 0 to 5 volts will happen, causing the program to stop
what it’s doing, complete the lines of code in the interrupt and then return to where it left off.
The code for setting up interrupts goes as follows:
//Set external interrupt mask register
EIMSK |= (1<<INT2); // for INT 2 Port D pin 3
PCMSK3 |= (1<<PCINT30);
// for Port D Pin 6
//Set Pin change interrupt control register
PCICR |= (1<<PCIE3);
// interrupt on INT2 pin any edge (sensor triggered)
EICRA = (1<<ISC21) | (0<<ISC20);
// Enable interrupts.
Sei ();
// Configure Port D pin 6, Port D pin 3, as inputs with its
// pullup resistor turned on.
DDRD &= ~0b01000000;
PORTD |= 0b01000000;
DDRD &= ~0b00001000;
PORTD |= 0b00001000;
// Then when the interrupt happens it is handled by its corresponding interrupt
vector
ISR (SIG_INTERRUPT2)
// Interrupt service routine: Int2
{
switch_on = 1;
}
ISR (SIG_PIN_CHANGE3)
{

// Interrupt service routine: PCINT30
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front_sensor = 1;

For the GPS receiver, the serial input is handled by the base_text_serial class. To receive the
data two methods in that class are used. The first is check_for_char (), this checks to see if
there is a character in the serial port. The second is getchar(), it retrieves the character and
places the value in a character object to be used by the program.
Data Storage
Lastly the program must now save the data coming in from the sensors to the SD Card. This is
done easily using the methods in the sd_card class. A sample code follows as such:
// write to the sd card
output_card << "Front-Pot Throttle Gyro-pitch Gyro-yaw Accel-x Accel-y Accel-z Speed"
// read adc channels and write them to the sd card
output_card << my_adc.readings_all[0]<< endl;

The microcontroller takes the reading from channel 0 and writes that data onto the SD Card.
That channel can either be a digial or analog sensor and in the case of the analog sensor, the
conversion from analog to digital is completed when this is specific task is called.
Mounting
The board was mounted in a project enclosure from radio shack. It was placed on front of the
motorcycle where one would normally find the headlights on a street bike. Power cables were
run from the battery to an on/off switch to the board. Another switch was connected to INT2
that told the system when to mount the SD-Card and begin writing to it. I connected the wire of
the throttle position sensor to its corresponding analog input. The entire enclosure is covered up
once the upper fairing cover is put on. The GPS receiver was placed on the tail of the
motorcycle in order to get a clear view of the sky so it would receive signals from the GPS
satellites.

Chapter 5 Testing and Future Designs
Testing
Once all the ADC and interrupt programming was completed, I began testing of the system.
While placing the GPS receiver on the tail of the motorcycle a small metal shield broke off of
the receiver. This caused the receiver to stop functioning correctly and was no longer able to
transmit data correctly and therefore I was forced to abandon it. Next the gyro board developed
a short in the circuitry and I was forced to remove it as well. The potentiometers worked well
and relayed accurate data with little noise. The throttle position system worked well but with a
little too much noise at small inputs. On a track this would not be an issue because the throttle
is used much more liberally with full on and off throttle positions. The Hall-Effect sensors
provided interrupts for the program to calculate the wheel speed, but there were a lot of missed
interrupts that caused the system to be unreliable for accurate speed calculations. I then decided
to tap into the on-board speed sensor and used the digital signal from that to calculate wheel
speed in the final version of the project.
Several sample runs were performed gathering data from the speed sensor, the front
potentiometer, the throttle position sensor and the accelerometers.
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This data is taken from a sample run that lasted approximately seventy five seconds. At two
seconds the graph of the throttle position jumps from -100 to 0 indicating that the ignition is
turned on and the throttle position sensor is now powered. At about five seconds the throttle is
blipped demonstrating the full range of the throttle. Shortly after that I mount the bike and the
front fork compresses under the weight of my body. Then the bike starts to move, as indicated
from the speed sensor. At about twenty seconds the throttle is opened slightly more which is
accompanied by an increase in speed and a decrease of front fork compression. This is because
as I accelerate the front end rises up and the front fork expands to keep the front wheel on the
ground.
At thirty seconds I open the throttle about eighty percent. At this point the bike accelerates to
its fastest speed in the test which was about 50mph. The front fork graph drops to its lowest
point, again representing the acceleration that the motorcycle is undergoing. At thirty five
seconds I close the throttle and pull hard on the brakes. This causes all the weight to shift
forward onto the front fork achieving maximum compression. At this time the back wheel is
hovering slightly off the ground and the bike is undergoing maximum deceleration.
At about 45 seconds I again begin to accelerate up to a speed of about 45mph. As you can see
the speed and throttle position matches each other under acceleration. Under deceleration the
speed is controlled by the brakes and the throttle is shut off completely.
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The accelerometers provided a picture of the movement of the bike. Because the motorcycle
was not experiencing heavy acceleration, breaking or cornering, the accelerometers displayed
the vibrations caused by the motorcycle traveling at different speeds. On a race course the
accelerometers would give a pictures of some of the stresses the motorcycle is experiencing as
it travels around the track.
This run was done on a flat straight road, but a race track is none of these. Even in a simple test
like this one the interaction between different dynamics of the motorcycle becomes apparent.
On a race track the motorcycle is traveling at a much greater speed and is undergoing larger
forces on it from acceleration, deceleration and cornering.
Although each individual sensor can be used to extract more performance from the rider and
motorcycle, the true power in a data acquisition system is in the use of multiple systems to gain
an better understanding of the dynamics of the bike as it travels down the race track. For
example, using the speed, front fork, and throttle position sensor, one can analyze a corner to
find weaknesses in the riding style. So if the rider is not caring enough speed through the
corner, one can look back at the data and find that he is braking to hard causing the front to dip.
That in turn causes a late entry, scrubbing off speed and therefore the rider is late on the throttle
getting out of the corner. Add in a gyro to evaluate lean angle and a GPS sensor to find the
position on the track and the possibilities of such a system are quite staggering.

Future Designs
Although this project demonstrated the capabilities of such a system, improvements can be
made to give a rider better feedback on his riding. In a future version the GPS and gyro would
be included to give positioning and lean angle. Also more sensors could be included such as a
rpm sensor and a tire temperature sensor. Tire temperature is a key factor in the amount of grip
the tire has. Cold tires are a leading cause of crashes. Also a Bluetooth receiver would be
integrated into the system to provide wireless connectivity.
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For the prototype system created in this project the costs totaled almost $400 (Chart 2). This
does not however include the cost of the swoop sensor board and an optional Bluetooth receiver.
In order to make this system a viable product, an accompanying computer program would have
to be created in order to handle the data coming in. That way a user could quickly and easily
jump from the bike to the computer and start analyzing the run. Such a system could also be
made into an app to work on today's smart phones. Taking this raw data and transforming it
into a platform that is useful to the rider is arguably the hardest and most important part of the
system. At this point the development costs of this system are unknown but it is assumed that it
would take thousands of dollars to get to a market acceptable level.
Once the system and corresponding program is complete, other areas of production must be
considered. Packaging, delivery, installation, servicing, testing, debugging, all must be
evaluated in the cost of the final product. As it stands right now, the hardware cost of the
current system is roughly half of that of the Starlane Athon system. Although a lot of the costs
of this system are in the added sensors, the cost of the rest of the package would dramatically
eat into the profit margin. A substantial investment would have to be made in the product with
the belief that not only will a better, cheaper product will emerge but also that the market will
be there to buy the product. With an already established DAS in Starlane and a traction control
system in Bazzaz, it is my belief that the market could not support another upstart system at this
time. Even if a system offers superior data acquisition over the competing systems, it would
require large amounts of marketing to spread the word which would further impact the budget
of the project, requiring a larger return on investment. Such a project is a great learning tool
and a wonderful starting point into senor biased systems, but breaking into the motorcycle data
acquisition market at this time is not realistic at this time.
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Appendix A
Swoop Sensor Board - Layout

-Power connector, located at the bottom of the board, just to the left of the microcontroller
-Digital connector, located at the bottom of the board, just to the right of the microcontroller
-Wheatstone bridge connectors, located along the right edge of the board
-Pins for the upper bridge, from the bottom of the board upward (or left to right as you look at
the terminal block from the outside of the board)
-Analog Connector, at the top of the board, just above the microcontroller and accelerometer
pad
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Swoop Sensor Board – Wiring Schematic
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Appendix B
Celesco CLP-250 Potentiometer Data Sheet

Celesco CLP-250 Potentiometer, Celesco Transducer Produces Inc.
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10k-Ohm Liner-Taper Potentiometer
•
•
•
•

10K Ohm
Wattage rating of 0.5W
Tolerance 20%
500VDC
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Allegro A1101LUA-T Hall-Effect Sensor Data Sheet
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Appendix D
LPR530AL Gyro Data Sheet
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Appendix E
Locosys 32 Channel LS20031 5Hz GPS Receiver Data Sheet
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